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Abstract. The unfolding transformation has been widely used in many
declarative frameworks for improving the efficiency of programs after ap-
plying computational steps on their rules. In this paper we apply such op-
eration to a symbolic extension of a powerful fuzzy logic language where
program rules extend the classical notion of clause by adding concrete
and “symbolic” fuzzy connectives and truth degrees on their bodies.
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1 Introduction

During the last decades, several fuzzy logic programming systems have been
developed. Here, essentially, the classical SLD resolution principle of logic pro-
gramming has been replaced by a fuzzy variant with the aim of dealing with
partial truth and reasoning with uncertainty in a natural way. Most of these
systems implement (extended versions of) the resolution principle introduced by
Lee [9], such as Elf-Prolog [3], F-Prolog [10] Fril [1], MALP [11], and FASILL [7].

In this paper we focus on the so-called multi-adjoint logic programming ap-
proach MALP [11], a powerful and promising approach in the area of fuzzy logic
programming. When specifying a MALP or any other fuzzy logic program manag-
ing fuzzy connectives and truth degrees beyond the simpler case of {true, false},
it might sometimes be difficult to assign weights—truth degrees—to program
rules, as well as to determine the right connectives. This is a common problem
with fuzzy control system design, where some trial-and-error is often necessary.
In our context, a programmer can develop a prototype and repeatedly execute it
until the set of answers is the intended one. Unfortunately, this is a tedious and
time consuming operation. Actually, it might be impractical when the program
should correctly model a large number of test cases provided by the user. In
order to overcome this drawback, in [14, 13, 15] we have recently introduced a
symbolic extension of MALP programs called symbolic multi-adjoint logic pro-
gramming (sMALP).
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Fig. 1. Screenshot of the online tool for tuning sMALP programs.

Here, we can write rules containing symbolic truth degrees and symbolic con-
nectives, i.e., connectives which are not defined on its associated multi-adjoint
lattice. In order to evaluate these programs, we consider a symbolic operational
semantics that delays the evaluation of symbolic expressions [14, 13, 15]. There-
fore, a symbolic answer could now include symbolic (unknown) truth values and
connectives. The approach is correct in the sense that using the symbolic se-
mantics and then replacing the unknown values and connectives by concrete
ones gives the same result as replacing these values and connectives in the origi-
nal sMALP program and, then, applying the concrete semantics on the resulting
MALP program. Furthermore, in [14, 13, 15] we show how sMALP programs can
be used to tune a program w.r.t. a given set of test cases, thus easing what is con-
sidered the most difficult part of the process: the specification of the right weights
and connectives for each rule. Figure 1 mirrors the online implementation of this
technique, which is freely available from http://dectau.uclm.es/tuning/.

The structure of this paper is as follows. After introducing in Section 2 the
syntax of the framework of symbolic multi-adjoint logic programming, Section 3
focuses on the unfolding transformation we have specially tailored for this kind
of fuzzy programs. We show that the formulation of this semantics preserving
operation –which is initially devoted to produce more efficient code– strongly de-
pends on the operational semantics formally defined for the framework. Finally,
Section 4 concludes and points out some directions for further research.
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2 Symbolic Multi-adjoint Logic Programs

We assume the existence of a multi-adjoint lattice 〈L,�,&1,←1, . . . ,&n,←n〉,
equipped with a collection of adjoint pairs 〈&i,←i〉—where each &i is a con-
junctor which is intended to be used for the evaluation of modus ponens [11]—.
For instance and as shown in Figure 2, we have typically several adjoint pairs
over real numbers in the unit interval belonging to the well-known  Lukasiewicz’s
logic 〈&L,←L〉, Gödel’s logic 〈&G,←G〉 and product’s logic 〈&P,←P〉, which might
be used for modeling pessimist, optimist and realistic scenarios, respectively.

&P(x, y) , x ∗ y ←P (x, y) ,

{
1 if y ≤ x
x/y if 0 < x < y

Product logic

&G(x, y) , min(x, y) ←G (x, y) ,

{
1 if y ≤ x
x otherwise

Gödel logic

&L(x, y) , max(0, x+ y − 1) ←L (x, y) , min(x− y + 1, 1)  Lukasiewicz logic

Fig. 2. Adjoint pairs of three standard fuzzy logics over 〈[0, 1],≤〉.

In addition, on each program rule, we can have a different adjoint implication
(←i), conjunctions (denoted by ∧1,∧2, . . .), adjoint conjunctions (&1,&2, . . . ),
disjunctions (|1, |2, . . .), and other operators called aggregators (usually denoted
by @1,@2, . . .); see [16] for more details. More exactly, a multi-adjoint lattice
fulfills the following properties:

– 〈L,�〉 is a (bounded) complete lattice.
– For each truth function of &i, an increase in any of the arguments results in

an increase of the result (they are increasing).
– For each truth function of ←i, the result increases as the first argument

increases, but it decreases as the second argument increases (they are in-
creasing in the consequent and decreasing in the antecedent).

– 〈&i,←i〉 is an adjoint pair in 〈L,�〉, namely, for any x, y, z ∈ L, we have
that: x � (y ←i z) if and only if (x&i z) � y.

In this work, given a multi-adjoint lattice L, we consider a first order language
LL built upon a signature ΣL, that contains the elements of a countably infi-
nite set of variables V, function and predicate symbols (denoted by F and Π,
respectively) with an associated arity—usually expressed as pairs f/n or p/n,
respectively, where n represents its arity—, and the truth degree literals ΣT

L and
connectives ΣC

L from L. Therefore, a well-formed formula in LL can be either:

– A value v ∈ ΣT
L , interpreted as itself, i.e., as the truth degree v ∈ L.

– p(t1, . . . , tn), if t1, . . . , tn are terms over V ∪F and p/n is an n-ary predicate.
This formula is called atomic (atom, for short).
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– ζ(e1, . . . , en), if e1, . . . , en are well-formed formulas and ζ is an n-ary con-
nective with truth function [[ζ]] : Ln 7→ L.

As usual, a substitution σ is a mapping from variables from V to terms over
V ∪ F such that Dom(σ) = {x ∈ V | x 6= σ(x)} is its domain. Substitutions are
usually denoted by sets of mappings like, e.g., {x1/t1, . . . , xn/tn}. Substitutions
are extended to morphisms from terms to terms in the natural way. The identity
substitution is denoted by id. The composition of substitutions is denoted by
juxtaposition, i.e., σθ denotes a substitution δ such that δ(x) = θ(σ(x)) for all
x ∈ V.

A MALP rule over a multi-adjoint lattice L is a formula H ←i B, where H
is an atomic formula (usually called the head of the rule), ←i is an implication
symbol belonging to some adjoint pair of L, and B (which is called the body of
the rule) is a well-formed formula over L without implications. A goal is a body
submitted as a query to the system. A MALP program is a set of expressions
R with v, where R is a rule and v is a truth degree (a value of L) expressing the
confidence of a programmer in the truth of rule R. By abuse of the language,
we often refer to R with v as a rule (see, e.g., [11] for a complete formulation of
the MALP framework).

We are now ready for summarizing the symbolic extension of multi-adjoint
logic programming initially presented in [13] where, in essence, we allow some
undefined values (truth degrees) and connectives in the program rules, so that
these elements can be systematically computed afterwards. In the following, we
will use the abbreviation sMALP to refer to programs belonging to this setting.

Here, given a multi-adjoint lattice L, we consider an augmented language
Ls
L ⊇ LL which may also include a number of symbolic values, symbolic adjoint

pairs and symbolic connectives which do not belong to L. Symbolic objects are
usually denoted as os with a superscript s and, in our online tool, their identifiers
always start with #.

Definition 1 (sMALP program). Let L be a multi-adjoint lattice. An sMALP
program over L is a set of symbolic rules, where each symbolic rule is a formula
(H ←i B with v), where the following conditions hold:

– H is an atomic formula of LL (the head of the rule);
– ←i is a (possibly symbolic) implication from either a symbolic adjoint pair
〈&s,←s〉 or from an adjoint pair of L;

– B (the body of the rule) is a symbolic goal, i.e., a well-formed formula of Ls
L;

– v is either a truth degree (a value of L) or a symbolic value.

Example 1. Figure 3 displays an sMALP program. Here, we consider a travel
agency that offers booking services on three hotels, named sun, sweet and lux,
where each one of them is featured by three factors: the hotel facilities, the con-
venience of its location, and the rates, denoted by predicates facilities, location
and rates, respectively. Here, we assume that all weights can be easily obtained
except for the weight of the fact facilities(sun), which is unknown, so we in-
troduce a symbolic weight #s3. Also, the programmer has some doubts on the
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Fig. 3. Example of an sMALP program loaded into the FLOPER system.

connectives used in the first rule, so she introduces two symbolic connectives,
i.e., the implication and disjunction symbols #<s1 and #|s2.

3 Running and Unfolding Symbolic Programs

The procedural semantics of sMALP is defined in a stepwise manner as follows.
First, an operational stage –based on admissible steps, as described in Definition
2– is introduced which proceeds similarly to SLD resolution in pure logic pro-
gramming. In contrast to standard logic programming, though, our operational
stage returns an expression still containing a number of (possibly symbolic) val-
ues and connectives. Then, an interpretive stage –based on interpretive steps ac-
cording to Definition 4– evaluates these connectives and produces a final answer
possibly containing symbolic values and connectives. The procedural semantics
of both MALP and sMALP programs is based on a similar scheme. The main
difference is that, for MALP programs, the interpretive stage always returns a
value, while for sMALP programs we might get an expression containing symbolic
values and connectives that should be first instantiated in order to compute a
final value.

In the following, C[A] denotes a formula where A is a sub-expression which
occurs in the—possibly empty—context C[]. Moreover, C[A/A′] means the re-
placement of A by A′ in context C[], whereas Var(s) refers to the set of distinct
variables occurring in the syntactic object s, and θ[Var(s)] denotes the substi-
tution obtained from θ by restricting its domain to Var(s). An sMALP state has
the form 〈Q;σ〉 where Q is a symbolic goal and σ is a substitution. We let Es
denote the set of all possible sMALP states.

Definition 2 (admissible step). Let L be a multi-adjoint lattice and P an
sMALP program over L. An admissible step is formalized as a state transition
system, whose transition relation →AS ⊆ (Es × Es) is the smallest relation
satisfying the following transition rules:3

1. 〈Q[A];σ〉 →AS 〈(Q[A/v&iB])θ;σθ〉,
if θ = mgu({H = A}) 6= fail, (H ←i B with v)<<P and B is not empty.4

3 Here, we assume that A in Q[A] is the selected atom. Furthermore, as it is common
practice, mgu(E) denotes the most general unifier of the set of equations E [8].

4 For simplicity, we consider that facts (H with v) are seen as rules of the form
(H←i> with v) for some implication ←i. Furthermore, in this case, we directly
derive the state 〈(Q[A/v])θ;σθ〉 since v &i> = v for all &i.
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2. 〈Q[A];σ〉 →AS 〈(Q[A/⊥]);σ〉,
if there is no rule (H ←i B with v)<<P such that mgu({H = A}) 6= fail.

Here, (H ←i B with v)<<P denotes that (H ←i B with v) is a renamed apart
variant of a rule in P (i.e., all its variables are fresh). Note that symbolic values
and connectives are not renamed.

Observe that the second rule is needed to cope with expressions like
@aver(p(a), 0.8), which can be evaluated successfully even when there is no rule
matching p(a) since @aver(0, 0.8) = 0.4. We sometimes call failure steps to this
kind of admissible steps because a pure logic language like Prolog would fail on
such situations.

Given a relation → we denote by →∗ its reflexive and transitive closure.
Also, an Ls-expression is now a well-formed formula of Ls

L which is composed
by values and connectives from L as well as by symbolic values and connectives.

Definition 3 (admissible derivation). Let L be a multi-adjoint lattice and
P be an sMALP program over L. Given a goal Q, an admissible derivation is
a sequence 〈Q; id〉 →∗AS 〈Q′; θ〉. When Q′ is an Ls-expression, the derivation
is called final and the pair 〈Q′;σ〉, where σ = θ[Var(Q)], is called a symbolic
admissible computed answer (saca, for short) for goal Q in P.

Example 2. Consider again the multi-adjoint lattice L and the sMALP program
P of Example 1. Here, we have the following final admissible derivation for goal
popularity(X) in P (the selected atom is underlined):

〈popularity(X); id〉 →AS

〈#&s1(0.9,#|s2(facilities(X),@aver(location(X), rates(X)))); {X1/X}〉 →AS

〈#&s1(0.9,#|s2(#s3,@aver(location(sun), rates(sun)))); {X/sun,X1/sun}〉 →AS

〈#&s1(0.9,#|s2(#s3,@aver(0.4, rates(sun)))); {X/sun,X1/sun}〉 →AS

〈#&s1(0.9,#|s2(#s3,@aver(0.4, 0.7))); {X/sun,X1/sun}〉

Hence, the associated saca is 〈#&s1(0.9,#|s2(#s3,@aver(0.4, 0.7))); {X/sun}〉.

Given a goal Q and a final admissible derivation 〈Q; id〉 →∗AS 〈Q′;σ〉, we have
that Q′ does not contain atomic formulas. Now, Q′ can be solved by using the
following interpretive stage:

Definition 4 (interpretive step). Let L be a multi-adjoint lattice and P be an
sMALP program over L. Given a saca 〈Q;σ〉, the interpretive stage is formalized
by means of the following transition relation →IS⊆ (Es × Es), which is defined
as the least transition relation satisfying:

〈Q[ζ(r1, . . . , rn)];σ〉 →IS 〈Q[ζ(r1, . . . , rn)/rn+1];σ〉

where ζ denotes a connective defined on L and [[ζ]](r1, . . . , rn) = rn+1.
An interpretive derivation of the form 〈Q;σ〉 →∗IS 〈Q′; θ〉 such that 〈Q′; θ〉

cannot be further reduced, is called a final interpretive derivation. In this case,
〈Q′; θ〉 is called a symbolic fuzzy computed answer (sfca, for short). Also, if Q′
is a value of L, we say that 〈Q′; θ〉 is a fuzzy computed answer (fca, for short).
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Example 3. Given the saca of Example 2, we have the following final interpretive
derivation (the connective reduced is underlined):

〈#&s1(0.9,#|s2(#s3,@aver(0.4, 0.7))); {X/sun}〉 →IS

〈#&s1(0.9,#|s2(#s3, 0.55)); {X/sun}〉

with [[@aver]](0.4, 0.7) = 0.55. Therefore, 〈#&s1(0.9,#|s2(#s3, 0.55)); {X/sun}〉
is a sfca of popularity(X) in P since it cannot be further reduced.

On the other hand, unfolding is a well-known, widely used, semantics-preserving
program transformation rule. The fold/unfold transformation approach was first
introduced in [2] to optimize functional programs and then used for logic pro-
grams [18]. In essence, unfolding is usually based on the application of opera-
tional steps on the body of program rules [17]. The unfolding transformation
is able to improve programs, generating more efficient code. Unfolding is the
basis for developing sophisticated and powerful programming tools, such as
fold/unfold transformation systems or partial evaluators, etc. Although in [4, 5]
we successfully adapted such operation to MALP programs, there are not prece-
dents coping with its symbolic extension, which motivates the present work.

Definition 5 (Symbolic Unfolding). Let P be an sMALP program and let
R : A ← B ∈ P be a program rule with no empty body. Then, the symbolic
unfolding of rule R in program P is the new sMALP program P ′ = (P − {R}) ∪
{Aσ ← B′ | 〈B; id〉 → 〈B′;σ〉}.
Example 4. Considering again the sMALP program of Example 1, if we unfold
its first rule (with selected atom facilities(X)) by applying a→AS step with the
three facts defining predicate facilities, we replace it with these three new rules:

popularity(sun) #←s1 #|s2(#s3 ,@aver(location(sun), rates(sun))) with 0.9
popularity(sweet) #←s1 #|s2(0.5,@aver(location(sweet), rates(sweet))) with 0.9
popularity(lux) #←s1 #|s2(0.9,@aver(location(lux), rates(lux))) with 0.9

and it is easy to see that the new program produces the same set of s.f.c.a.’s for a
given goal but reducing the length of derivations. We are nowadays identifying a
set of sufficient conditions allowing us to prove the soundness and completeness
properties of symbolic unfolding.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

In this work we have focused on a preliminary formulation of an unfolding trans-
formation for optimizing sMALP programs. In contrast with other precedent
fuzzy languages like MALP, the treatment of symbolic constants added to this
extended framework introduces several risks for preserving the correctness of
the transformation that we are proving nowadays. Moreover, since the sMALP
language was initially conceived for tuning fuzzy logic programs, in the future
we plan to explore the synergies between this technique and the unfolding trans-
formation described in this paper. Finally, we also wish to manage similarity
relations as recently done in [12] with the FASILL language (which represents a
non-symbolic extension of MALP using unification by similarity [7, 6]).
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